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Knopf, 2014. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: British National Book Awards--Popular Fiction Book of the Year Winner of the
Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction "Outstanding . . . Finds its chilling thrills in the unlikeliest of
places." -- USA Today "[A] superb historical thriller. . . . Thick with scenes of code-breaking, covert
surveillance, hairsbreadth escapes and violent death." -- The Wall Street Journal "Harris has, with
this novel, taken [Le Carr's] place as the master of making documents and scraps of paper, the
details of painstaking intelligence work, into drama. " -- The Daily Beast "[Harris] outdoes himself.
The period details are pitch-perfect . . . and the action pulses with intensity." -- The Miami Herald "A
gripping tale." -- The New York Times "Mesmerizing. . . . The Dreyfus affair remains astonishing, and
this exceptional piece of popular fiction does it justice." -- The Washington Post "A thrilling page-
turner. . . . Thick with espionage, daring and cruel turns of fate." -- New York Daily News "A crisp,
fast-paced drama. . . . From one of the great scandals of the late 19th century, Harris has written a...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Nathan Cruickshank-- Nathan Cruickshank

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariano Spinka-- Mariano Spinka
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